
Lesson Five: The Elect
oral College

DIRECI`IONS: is ii 
possible fox a presidential candi

date ko win the preside
ncy by carrying only the ~ ~ largest states?

(Note: Iargest in this 
case means the greatest numb

er of electoral votes.]

A. Using the map 
below, select and shade in.thes

e ~ I largest states,

8. Answer the 
following questions on the li

nes provided.

1. How many el
ectoral votes must a candidate 

have to win?

2. How many vot
es will a candidate have if h

e carries the 1 I states you
 have shaded? Can

he win?

3. Which state ha
s the largest number of electo

ral votes?

4. What is the sma
llest number of electoral vo

tes a state can have?

Distribution of Presidenlirzl
 Electoral Votes by Stale

—. Z O ~ ~
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Lesson Si_r: Flaws in the System?

DIRECTIONS: Twice in our history, a President has been elected whose electors did not receive the majc
the popular vote. Numerous presidential elections have been much closer in the populaz vote than in the ac
electoral votes. Below is an imaginary country with five imaginary states and a chart depicting the outcome ~
presidential election using our existing Electoral College. We are using this imaginary situation because an ac-
curate situation would have extremely large and numerous numbers with which to deal. The purpose of this chart
is to illustrate one major defect in our Electoral College system; the fact that it is possible for one candidate's elec-
tors to receive the most populaz votes yet that candidate lose in the Electoral College.

—You will note that the last two columns of the chart are incomplete. Using information given in the chart,
caIculote the figures for the last two columns including the totals.

— Once you have completed this, again using the chart, answer the questions below on the lines provided.

—..
Total Votes Candidate Candidate Candidate X Candidate Z

Imaginary Electoral Cast For X Popular Z Popular Electoral Electoral
States Votes Electors Votes Votes Votes Votes

A 6 600 200 900

H 12 1200 - 200 ~ 1000

C 4 40~ 100 300

D 8 800 500 300

E I6 2600 900 700

TOTALS 46 4600 1900 2100

1. How many states did Candidate X carry?

2. How.many states did Candidate Z cariy?

3. How many populaz votes did Candidate X receive?

4. How many populaz votes did Candidate Z receive?

5. As we know, it takes a simple majority of the electoral votes to win the Presidency; therefore, how many eIec-
toral votes will it take to wsn in the above imaginary situation?

6. How many electoral votes did Candidate X receive?

7. How many electoral votes did Candidate Z receive?

e. Which candidate won according to the Electoral College?
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